
 It is the 21th of the twenty-four solar terms

2022/07/15

CATALYZER

he name of the solar term indicates that the weather becomes colder, and 

that it is more likely to snow than in Minor Snow. Flying squirrels (known as  

Hanhao Bird in Chinese legends) stop chirping due to cold weather; Yin Qi is 

at its peak at this time. However, just as ‘after a zenith comes a wane’, so has 

Yang Qi sprung up, and the tiger starts to court. The Malan orchid, feeling the 

stirring of Yang Qi, begins to sprout. 

Major Snow (Chinese:大雪, pronounced as Da 
Xue), falls on December 6, 7 or 8 each year.

T

Major Snow
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EXAMINATION 
NEWS

At 8:00 CST (0:00 UTC) on July 14, the students’ answers, solutions, and marking scheme were provided to 

mentors via Oly-Exams. The science committee started to mark the papers at the same time. By 8:00 CST 

(0:00 UTC) on July 15, the science committee completed all the marking work and uploaded the scores to 

the Oly-Exams.



The Ports of Maritime Silk Road
—Guangzhou & Ningbo

Guangzhou, known as Panyu in ancient times, has geographical centre 
status and distinct marine attributes. It had been an important port city of 
foreign trade for more than 2000 years, i.e. from the Qin and Han to Ming 
(1368-1644) and Qing (1644-1912) Dynasties. And for a long time in the 
history, it was the only port city for foreign trade in China. Since Qin and 
Han Dynasties (221 BC-220 AD), it had been the first port where merchant 
ships from the Indian Ocean region and the countries around the South 
China Sea arrived at China for trade. In the Tang (168-907) and Song 
(960-1279) Dynasties, Guangzhou had developed into a world-famous 
eastern port, and set up the first institution in China to manage foreign 
trade affairs—the Administration Agency for Business 
Ships. During the Ming and Qing Dynasties, Guang-
zhou was a special open port. Guangzhou, whose 
annual average temperature is 20-22℃, is one of the large cities 
with the smallest annual average temperature difference in China. 
Benefiting from the favorable climate, many kinds of flowers 
blossom here all the year round, hence the name ‘Flower City’. The 
city is also known as the ‘hometown of fruits’, which mainly produces litchis, longans, bananas, pineapples, papayas, 
carambolas and so on.

Ningbo, known as Mingzhou in ancient times, is located at the southeast coast in East China. As a typical water town 
and seaport city in the south of the Yangtze River, it is at the southern end of the Grand Canal of China and also the 
eastern starting port of the Maritime Silk Road. In the first year of Changqing (821 AD) in the Tang Dynasty, a series of 
important government measures were put forward, such as establishing administrative divisions, setting up 
government-run shipyard and constructing the Hangzhou-Ningbo Canal. Therefore, Mingzhou had become one of the 
most developed shipbuilding regions and ranked the top four major ports (Guangzhou, Quanzhou, Yangzhou and 
Mingzhou) in China. At the same time, it had developed into the main entrance and exit of ships taking the East China 
Sea route. In the Song and Yuan (1271-1368) Dynasties, it was one of the three major international trade ports
 (Guangzhou, Quanzhou and Hangzhou) in China. Now Ningbo serves as a multi-functional and comprehensive modern 
deep-water port after integrating its inland river port, estuary port and seaport.

‘BELT AND ROAD’
CITIES OF CHINA
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XU Guangxian
 (1920-2015)
Winner of 2008 State Preeminent 

Science and Technology Award of China 

Distinguished Scientist
Xu Guangxian, a professor at Peking University, co-opted as a 
member of the Chinese Academy of Sciences in 1980, is a 
renowned chemist and educator in China. 
Academician Xu founded the Research Center of Rare Earth 
Chemistry, and the State Key Laboratory of Rare Earth Materials 
Chemistry and Applications of Peking University. In these 
institutions he served successively as Director, Chairman of the 
Academic Committee, and Honorary Director. He was the 4th 
Chairman of the Federation of Asian Chemical Society (FACS), 
the 22nd President of Chinese Chemical Society (CCS), the Vice 
President and Honorary Vice President of Chinese Society of 
Rare Earths (CSRE), and the Director of the first and second 
Chemical Science Departments of the National Natural Science 
Foundation of China. 
Xu followed the research principle of ‘focusing on basic 
researches and meeting the requirements of the nation’. There-
fore, he closely combined the major needs of China with the 
chemistry development frontier, contributing significantly to the 
rare earth separation theory and application, rare earth theory, 
coordination chemistry, and nuclear fuel chemistry, etc. 
On the basis of his in-depth knowledge of the basic principles of 
rare earth chemical bond, coordination chemistry, and material 
structure, Academician Xu discovered that the solvent extraction 
system of rare earth followed the basic law of ’constant mixed 
extraction ratio‘, and developed a universal theory of cascade 
extraction in the 1970s. This theory has been extensively applied 
in China’s rare earth separation industry,,completely changing 
the experimental scale-up mode from development to applica-
tion of the rare earth separation technique, realizing the 
‘one-step scaling up’ from design parameters to industrial 

production. The comprehensive innovation of rare earth separation technology and industry initiated by Xu enabled 
China to upgrade from a rare earth abundant country to a leader in the production and application, providing material 
guarantee for the development of rare earth functional materials and instruments, and greatly improving the interna-
tional competitiveness of China’s rare earth industry. 
As an educator in chemistry, he had complied several important textbooks, including The Structure of Matter and The 
Basic Principles and Ab-initio Calculation of Quantum Chemistry. The former, since its appearance in 1959, had been 
revised and reprinted for more than 200,000 copies. Until now, it is still an essential reference book in chemistry, teach-
ing and inspiring generations of chemists. In 1988, 
this book was awarded a Supreme Prize of College 
Textbooks, the only awardee in chemistry. 
Over the past decades, Academician Xu had 
published more than 560 journal articles, which 
had been positively cited for more than 2,200 
times. He supervised nearly 100 doctoral and 
master’s students, and trained a large pool of 
engineers and technicians for China’s rare earth 
industry. 
Because of his remarkable contribution, Academi-
cian Xu had been awarded twice the National 
Natural Science Prize (Second Class and Third Class 
in 1987), twice the National Scientific and Techno-
logical Progress Prize (Second Class in 1998 and 
Third Class in 1991), Heliang Heli Fund Scientific and Technological Progress Award in 
1994, and  the Scientific and Technological Achievement Award in 2005. He also had won many provincial and ministe-
rial scientific and technological prizes.
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ONLINE EXPERIENCE 
OF CHEMISTRY EXPERIMENT 

Chemistry is an experiment-based subject. However, due to the pandemic the 

experiments must be conducted online in IChO2022. To enable participants from 

different countries and regions to get involved, the organizing committee had 

prepared six online virtual simulation experiments covering five areas: analytical 

chemistry, inorganic chemistry, organic chemistry, physical chemistry and 

experimental safety. The technologies such as computer simulation and virtual 

reality were adopted to combine theory closely with experiment, so that 

participants could enjoying the fun of experiments regardless of time and space 

constraints. 

 

Experiment website: Https://icho.dlvrtec.com. The usernames and passwords have 

already been sent to mentors via email. Welcome to visit it!



COLLEGE OF CHEMISTRY
NANKAI UNIVERSITY
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The origin of the chemistry discipline of Nankai can be traced back to the “Chemistry 

Curriculum” which was established shortly after the founding of Nankai University in 1919. 

In 1921, Professor Qiu Zongyue, a famous chemist, initiated the Chemistry Department. In 

1923, Professor Yang Shixian collaborated with Professor Qiu in the teaching, which 

laid a solid foundation for the advancement of Nankai chemistry. After 100 years 

of development, the chemistry discipline of Nankai has become a dream 

place for talents and an irreplaceable scientific research base of chemistry 

in China. 

The College of Chemistry is now home to eight academicians of the 

Chinese Academy of Sciences and the Chinese Academy of Engineering 

(including three double-hired academicians), and has obtained one 

first prize and three second prizes of National Natural Science 

Award in the recent decade. Significant breakthroughs have 

been made in fields such as chiral catalyst research, new 

pesticide development, solid electrode preparation and battery 

electrode material development, and organic solar cell design. In the past 3 years, more than 550 scientific 

research papers were published per year with the affiliation of College of Chemistry; more than 70 patents 

are granted every year. In the Nature Index of Academic Institutions in 2021, Nankai chemistry ranked 8th 

among the universities worldwide; it ranked 20th internationally in the Global Ranking of Academic Subject 

(GRAS). At the beginning of this new century, Nankai Chemistry will devote to both basic research and 

practical application of molecular science, pursue the highest academic level, and promote the construction 

of a world-class chemistry discipline.

YANG Shixian
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On July 14, the ICHO2022 held an activity ‘Chinese Painting’ online. 

Through the presentation of Professor Shen Shihui of Tianjin Academy of Fine Art, the participants understood the origin 

and development of Chinese paintings, and their unique characteristics and creative notions, enjoyed the famous works, 

and felt the unique charm of traditional Chinese culture. 

Professor Shen led the participants to appreciate the 

Chinese figure, flower-and bird and landscape 

paintings in different periods. Through his vivid 

presentation, the participants realized the wisdom of 

the ancient Chinese and enjoyed the Chinese 

landscape. In the end of the activity Professor Shen 

wrote a calligraphy work ‘Change, Create, Fusion’ for 

IChO2022, illustrating the slogan of the event in 

traditional Chinese culture.

Painting, Nymph of the Luo River, by Gu Kaizhi in the Eastern Jin Dynasty

Genre Painting, Riverside Scene at Qingming Festival, by Zhang Zeduan in the Northern Song Dynasty (960-1127)

Landscape Painting, The Dwelling in Fuchun Mountain, by Huang Gongwang in the Yuan Dynasty

Heavy-color Painting, Spring Morning in the Han Palace, by Qiu Ying in the Ming Dynasty

FEATURED ACTIVITIES
Workshop: Chinese Painting
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After the one-day tour, we understood the open and inclusive culture of Tianjin, and were impressed by the unique romance and 

chic of this city.

On July 14th, IChO2022 held an online activity ‘A Tour in Tianjin City’. The participants experienced the local customs and life in 

Tianjin, enjoyed the cultural landscape, and visited historical buildings and urban architectures. 

The second stop is ‘Jinmen Guli’, where 

we walked through the Ancient Culture 

Street, and visited Yangliuqing 

Museum and Mazu Palace. In these 

places, students learned a lot about 

local folk crafts and culture.

Our fourth stop was the Five Avenues, a place of historical value which is 

called the ‘World Museum of Architecture’. Here, we enjoyed the distinct 

beauty of Minyuan Stadium, and visited the former residence of Mr. Zhang 

Boling, a patriotic educator and the founder of Nankai University.

At the third stop, we visited different kinds of bridges above the Haihe River, feeling Tianjin’s unique ‘bridge culture’. Alongside the 

river, we saw the World Financial Center which is commonly known as ‘Tianjin Tower’. Also, we overlooked Tianjin on the Ferris 

wheel ‘the Eye of Tianjin’. 

Next, we paid a visit to Quanyechang, a department store that was 

constructed more than a hundred years ago，and Quanyechang Museum.

Our last stop was the Tianjin Railway Station. Here we visited Jinwan Plaza 

and had a look at the Century Clock. Finally, we admired the fancy night 

scene of Haihe River on a cruise ship.

Activity: A Tour in Tianjin City
FEATURED ACTIVITIES

At the first stop, we enjoyed the spectacular scenery on both sides of Haihe River.
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The evolution of Chinese characters is fascinating. In fact, in the periodic table in Chinese, there is a close 

connection and certain law of the Chinese character writing of around 100 elements. 

That is, most of the them are produced with pictophonetic formation--creation of words with semantic and 

the phonetic component. Take the first metal element on the periodic table " 锂 " (lithium) as an example. The 

radical “钅” on the left denotes a solid element with metallic or metallic-like properties while the “里” on 

the right represents the pronunciation of "lithium" in Chinese. In this way, it is very convenient to remember 

the complex elements on the periodic table, in which there are 94 kinds of solid elements with metal or 

similar properties, such as “锂（lithium）, 铍（beryllium）, 钠（sodium）, 镁（magnesium） and 铝

（aluminum）”. These characters, except gold, all have left-right structures.  

EVOLUTION OF 
CHINESE CHARACTERS

Metal block

A pot for smelting metal

The origin and evolution of the Chinese character " 金 "(means gold in English)

LiExpressed as metal elements The sound expressed as "Li"

金（钅）

Metallic elements in the periodic table



CLASSICAL 
CHINESE POETRY

 【宋】 苏轼 

饮湖上初晴后雨

translated by ： Prof. Zhang Zhizhong

SU Shi [Song Dynasty]

Sunny, the waves are dimpling

in the sunshine; rainy, surrounding

hills are hazy and misty —

a constantly wonderful scene.

The West Lake can be compared

to an ancient beauty, whose beauty

is in the eye of the beholder:

made-up light or heavy.

The West Lake: 
Sunny or Rainy

水光潋滟晴方好，

山色空蒙雨亦奇。

欲把西湖比西子，

淡妆浓抹总相宜。
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Su Shi (1037—1101), a native of Sichuan Province, as a literary leader 

in the middle of Northern Song Dynasty (960-1127), is 

well-established in the writing of poetry and prose, as well as 

calligraphy and painting.

As a famous poem eulogizing the West Lake of Hangzhou, it, instead 

of limiting itself to the description of a concrete spot or the landscape 

in a certain time of the West Lake, is an overall and general 

delineation of the beauty of the lake. The last four lines, in particular, 

are considered to be felicitous phrasing in praise of the West Lake.
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EIGHT CUISINES

Cantonese Cuisine

Special dish:

Shrimp dumplings:  
Mix shrimp puree, diced carrot, chufa, fat, ginger, salt, sugar, and 
chicken essence evenly to make stuffing, and then smash it on the 
cutting board dozens of times to increase the chewiness.

01

When making dumpling wrappers, add boiling water to the flour, 
then use lard to proof the dough, press to make the wrappers, put 
the stuffing inside and wrap into a half-moon shape.

The finished dish: The outer skin of shrimp dumplings looks crystal clear, and as thin as tissue paper, while the 
visible stuffing inside is visually enjoyable. The dumplings taste palatable, fresh, and smooth.

03

Put the finished stuffing in the refrigerator, and 

then add diced shrimp to increase the graininess.02 

Steam the wrapped shrimp 
dumplings in a steamer.04 

Cantonese cuisine inherits the plains food style of Central China advocated by Confucius—one should continuously pursue the 

finest food. Thus the cooking methods of Cantonese cuisine is always complex. 

The cuisine tastes fresh and savory, and features a fine material selection--light but not bland, fresh but not ordinary, tender but 

not raw, oily but not greasy. The most popular cooking technique is stir-frying with proper heat of stove and oil temperature. It is 

also compatible with its western counterpart, paying attention to the cooking manner and delicacy.

Cantonese morning tea
Rice noodle rolls

Boat porridge

Steamed dumplings

Glutinous rice chicken

Baozi stuffed with BBQ pork
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ANGEWANDTE CHEMIE
LECTURE SERIES

At 13:00 July 14, CST, Eva Pluhařová of J. Heyrovský Institute of Physical Chemistry of the Academy of Sciences, the 
Czech Republic, was invited to deliver a lecture to IChO2022 participants entitled “Molecular Simulations in 
Chemistry.”
In the lecture, she mentioned that with the increasing power of computers, it had become common to study 
compounds with atomistic details employed computational tools. On this basis, She showed how molecular 
simulations could provide insight into catalysis by enzymes and biomimetic complexes. Gained knowledge can 
help better understand the behavior of enzymes under variable conditions or suggest improvement of the 
catalysts.

Angewandte Chemie is a journal of the German Chemical 
Society (GDCh). It is one of the prime chemistry journals in the 
world. It is the only journal in the field delivering a stimulating 
mixture of Review-type articles, Highlights, Communications, 
and Research Articles. New articles appear online almost 
every day.
From today on, Angewandte Chemie and IChO 2022 are to 
jointly hold a series of four wonderful lectures delivered by 
professors.

’Molecular Simulations in Chemistry‘
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DAILY QUIZ
Q6. Precise time measurement is a fundamental component of Chemical research. 
Which atom's transition frequency was used to define ‘a second’ in the current International System of 
Units (SI)?
A. Cs-133     B. Ra-226          C. U-235    D. Po-209

Student
Activity: Chinese Intangible Cultural Heritage --Clay Figure Zhang

（Zoom:7601597021） UTC 1:00 CST 9:00
Angewandte Chemie Lecture Series (Ⅱ)--IChO2022

（Zoom:7601597021）UTC 5:00 CST 13:00
Activity: A Bite of China --Tianjin Cuisine（Zoom:7601597021） UTC 
10:00 CST 18:00

Mentor
Receive the grading results, Submit arbitration form(Oly-Exams) 
UTC 0:00 CST 8:00
Second Jury Meeting（Zoom:9370648774） UTC 12:00 CST 20:00

A5.Ethylene glycol is a colorless and slightly viscous liquid. Its boiling point is 197.4℃, and freezing point is 
-11.5℃. It is miscible with water in all proportions, but not miscible with ethers. Ethylene glycol lowers the 
freezing point significantly when mixing with water due to the change of the vapor pressure of water.

ANSWER FOR Q5

SCHEDULE
JUL.15
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Welcome to Africa island! The African island is divided

into two parts: above ground and underground.

There are not only well-known pyramids, but also

many tropical wildlife,such as giraffes, rhinoceros,

ostriches, etc.This map shows the simple and natural

flavor of African villages: dwarf huts, thatched huts

and other dwellings with African characteristics,

chicken pens outside the door, corn and other

crops planted.

In addition to enjoying the scenery on the

ground, you can also enter the 

underground cave through the 

transmission array. Ancient Egyptian 

murals originated from tombs 

and funerals, depicting the life 

of the dead, implying "eternity".

Anubis (the God of death in ancient Egyptian

mythology) on both sides also shows the 

theme of this scene: death - this is a difficult 

and long-running game. Welcome to challenge! 

The character will be judged dead if it falls 

on the ground. Please explore the correct 

way to pass the customs.

Africa
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It is the 22th of the twenty-four solar terms

Winter Solstice (Chinese:冬至, pronounced as Dong Zhi), falls on December 21, 22 or 23 each year. Known as ‘the sun 

to the Tropic of Capricorn’, Winter Solstice is a solar term marking the movement of direct sunlight. On the day, the 

earthworms in the soil are still huddled up, and the elk, feeling the reduction of Yin Qi, shed their horns. The direct 

sunlight point moves back to the north after the Winter Solstice, and a new cycle of the sun’s movement begins. From 

then, solar altitude will rise, and the daytime becomes longer day by day. Thus, at this time, the mountain spring 

water begins to flow and become warm.

Winter Solstice


